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Abstract
The Universum data, defined as a collection of ”nonexamples” that do not belong to any class of interest, have been shown to encode some prior knowledge
by representing meaningful concepts in the same domain as the problem at hand. In this paper, we address a novel semi-supervised classification problem,
called semi-supervised Universum, that can simultaneously utilize the labeled data, unlabeled data and the
Universum data to improve the classification performance. We propose a graph based method to make use
of the Universum data to help depict the prior information for possible classifiers. Like conventional graph
based semi-supervised methods, the graph regularization is also utilized to favor the consistency between the
labels. Furthermore, since the proposed method is a
graph based one, it can be easily extended to the multiclass case. The empirical experiments on the USPS and
MNIST datasets are presented to show that the proposed method can obtain superior performances over
conventional supervised and semi-supervised methods.
1 Introduction
In pattern recognition and machine learning, a new concept, termed the Universum, has been put forward by
Jeston et al. [10]. The Universum is defined as a collection of unlabeled examples known not belong to any
class that is related to the classification problem at
hand. It contains data that belongs to the same domain
as the problem of interest and is expected to represent
meaningful information related to the classification task
at hand. Since it is not required to have the same distribution with the training data, the Universum can reveal
some prior information for the possible classifiers. This
has been justified on inductive classification problems
by the Universum support vector machine (U -SVM)

[10]. But U -SVM is devised to deal with the supervised learning problems. In this paper, we will address a
novel semi-supervised classification problem, where the
Universum examples are also considered.
Semi-Supervised Learning is a very important
branch in machine learning, since in many practical
problems the labeled examples are always rare and the
large amount of unlabeled examples are steadily available. Therefore, it has attracted significant attention
[1, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13] and references therein. The motivation of semi-supervised methods is to make use of the
unlabeled data to improve the performance. Among
these methods, graph-based methods are very popular,
where the graph nodes represent the data points, and
the weights on the edges correspond to the similarities
between pairwise points. The basic assumption of these
methods is that all the examples are situated on a low
dimensional manifold within the ambient space of the
examples.
In the setup of traditional semi-supervised classification problems, the data points exactly consist of two
sets: one set that has been labeled by human and the
other set that is not classified but belongs to one known
category. A toy example is shown in Fig.1(a). Considering the example in Fig.1(b), we are given extra data
points that do not belong to any class, called the Universum, this problem turns to a typical semi-supervised
Universum problem. In this paper, we will first give
a general formulation for the semi-supervised Universm
method. Then we will investigate how to utilize this
proposed framework to integrate the Universum examples.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
notion of Universum will be given in Section 2. In Section 3, we will state the whole problem and give the corresponding notations. We will elaborate our proposed
algorithm in Section 4. The relationship between the
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Figure 1: The comparison of SS-Universum and SSL.
Here, blue H denote the negatively labeled examples,
red ¥ represent the positively labeled examples, and
black • refer to the Universum data. Other examples
are left unlabeled. In the left figure [1], we illustrate the
typical semi-supervised learning problem, while in the
right figure, some Universum examples are also utilized
to help determine the decision boundary.

the training examples are linearly separable, this term
can be simply kwk22 . If they are not, a data-dependent
Mercer kernel K (For a detailed description of Mercer
Kernels, please refer to [8]) can be employed and this
regularizer term P
turns to αT Kα, where the optimal sol
lution is f (x) = i=1 αi K(x, xi ) [8]. In fact, this kind
of regularizer bounds the norm of the gradient of the
discriminant function and hence favors the smoothness
of the discriminant functions. Another possible way to
formulate P (f ) is to use Universum examples. For an
Universum example x∗ in binary classification, since it
doesn’t belong to either of the categories, it is required
that f (x∗ ) should be near 0. By encoding such prior
knowledge, another kind of regularizer term can be devised. Note that although they seem so different, these
two kinds of regularization are not exclusive. In fact, in
[10], it is shown that under some special cases, they are
equivalent.

Universum problem with some other machine learning
methods will be given in Section 5. In Section 6, the 2.2 Universum SVM We will give an example on
experimental results are presented. In the end, conclu- how the Universum examples can be used to design the
regularization term. In [10], Jeston et al. integrated the
sions and future works will be drawn in Section 7.
penalty term constructed by Unversum examples into
the objective function of SVM and put forward U -SVM.
2 Learning with Universum
To formulate the objective function of U -SVM , the loss
2.1 Regularization with Universum In a classififunction for the Universum examples is pre-defined. In
cation problem, the main focus is to construct a function
their paper, the ²-insensitive loss is employed (in the
y = f (x) given a set of labeled and unlabeled examples.
middle of Fig.2 ), i.e., given an Universum example x∗i
Let us assume that along with the labeled and unlaand a classifier f , its loss can be calculated as:
beled examples, we also possess a collection of examples known not belong to any classes, i.e., Universum
examples. Then, how can we utilize these Universum (2.1)
U [f (x∗i )] = H−² [f (x∗i )] + H−² [−f (x∗i )]
examples in the design of the function f ?
Here, H−² (t) denotes the hinge loss and is shown
In machine learning, in order to encode the prior
in
the
left figure of Fig.2. Other loss functions, such as
knowledge into an algorithm, it is quite natural to dethe
quadratic
loss (the right figure of Fig.2), are also
fine a prior distribution on possible functions. Suppose
possible.
In
this
way, the prior knowledge embedded
we know a prior distribution P (f ) on the set of possible
in
the
Universum
reflected in the sum of the
P|U | can be
functions. Then, given a set of labeled examples, termed
∗
losses,
i.e.,
U
[f
(x
)].
The smaller is this value,
i
i=1
as D, if the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) criterion
the
higher
prior
possibility
is
this classifier f , and vice
is employed and D is assumed to be independent and
versa.
Adding
this
term
to
the
standard SVM objective
identically distributed, the objective optimization probfunction
and
supposing
the
classifier
takes the form of
lem can be: minf − log P (f, D) = minf (− log P (D|f ) −
T
f
(x)
=
w
x
+
b,
we
can
formulate
the objective
log P (f )). Here, in supervised learning, the first term w,b
function
for
Universum
SVM
algorithm
(U
-SVM):
denotes the loss on the labeled set, given a function f .
|U |
In this way, it will be relatively easy to evaluate all the
l
X
X
1
2
s
s
possible functions by taking both the loss and prior disk w k2 +Cl
H[yi fw,b (xi )] + CU
U [fw,b (x∗i )],
2
tribution together.
i=1
i=1
The problem with this approach is that the formula- (2.2)
tion of P (f ) is too hard. Therefore, instead of modeling
s
this probability directly, a regularizer term can be used where Cl controls the loss on the labeled examples and
s
to encode such prior probability. One possible way is CU controls the impact of the Universum term. It
to use the norm under a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert is clear that Eq.(2.2) has two regularizer terms, i.e.
1
2
2
of the disSpace (RKHS): kf k2H ( P (f ) ∝ e−kf kH [9] , and H is an the term 2 k w k2 that favors smoothness
P|U |
s
RKHS where f is sampled from.). For the case when all criminant functions and the term CU i=1 U [fw,b (x∗i )]

the given labels. Hr (f ) is devised to penalize the
inconsistency of the labels between the data points, and
Hu (f ) is a loss function derived from the Universum
data that essentially encodes the prior distribution of
f . Next, we will specialize all the terms.

Figure 2: In the left figure, the hinge loss function,
which is frequently used in SVMs is depicted. The
middle and right figures are two loss functions that
can be used in U -SVM. The middle figure is for the
²-insensitive loss, while the right one is a quadratic loss
function [10].

4.1.1 Compatibility with the Given Labels The
first term Hd (f ) penalizes the difference between the
estimated labels and the given labels. Given the labeled
and unlabeled examples, this term can take a concrete
form as:
(4.4)

Hd (f ) = (fˆ − ŷ)T C(fˆ − ŷ)

Here, fˆ is defined as fˆ = [f (x1 ), . . . , f (xn )]T . ŷ is a
n-dimensional vector, and equals [y1 , . . . , yl , 0, · · · , 0]T .
C ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix, and its i-th diagonal
element ci is computed as:
(
Cl , 1 ≤ i ≤ l
(4.5)
ci =
Cu , l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n

that tries to approximate P (fw,b ) through the loss on
the Universum examples. Under this case, the prior
for a function fw,b can be considered as P (fw,b ) ∝
∗
2
s P|U |
1
e− 2 kwk2 × e−CU i=1 U [fw,b (xi )] .
In the following sections, we will address a special
semi-supervised problem where the Universum examples are provided, besides the labeled and unlabeled ex- where Cl is a parameter that controls the loss on the
labeled examples and Cu is a parameter that controls
amples.
the penalty imposed on the unlabeled examples. In
most cases, Cu equals zero.
3 Problem Statement and Notations
We are given l labeled data points: (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xl , yl ),
and u (l ¿ u) unlabeled points xl+1 , . . . , xl+u , where
xi ∈ χ ⊆ Rd (1 ≤ i ≤ l + u = n) is the input data,
and χ is the input space. yi is the class label and
can be taken from c classes. As well as these data
points, some Universum examples are also available,
namely x∗1 , . . . , x∗|U | . Here, |U | denotes the number of
the Universum examples. These Universum examples
are known not belong to any classes. Our main goal is
to predict the class labels of the unlabeled data points,
i.e., the labels for xl+1 , . . . , xn by utilizing the labeled,
unlabeled and the Universum examples.
4 Semi-Supervised Universum
In this section, we will first formulate the semisupervised Universum problem. Then, we will elaborate
our proposed method. In the end, the flowchart of the
whole method will be given.
4.1 Formulation We aim to make use of labeled
data, unlabeled data and universum data together to
infer the labels. The formulation is as follows:
(4.3)

min Hd (f ) + Hr (f ) + Hu (f ),

f ∈F

4.1.2 Consistency between the Labels The second term Hr (f ) is a graph regularization term that penalizes the unsmoothness of f . In fact, Laplacian matrix
provides such an approximation for this smoothness by
m examples that are sampled from M, and are denoted
0
0
0
as: (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ).
Z
(4.6)
Hr (f ) =
k∇f (x)k2 ≈ f˜T Rf˜.
M

Here, f˜ = [f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . , f (xm )]T . R is a regularization matrix defined on these m examples. Many
existed graph-based semi-supervised algorithms are designed to devise the regularizer matrix R. Among them,
the Laplacian Regularizer (Lap-Reg) [7] and Normalized
Laplacian Regularizer (NLap-Reg) [6] are two very popular ones. Under these two cases, R takes the form of L
and Ln , respectively. To compute Lap-Reg, we can first
build a weighted k-nearest neighbor graph and use the
heat kernel to determine the weights among edges. The
adjacency matrix W (W = [wij ] ∈ Rm×m ), can then be
determined by:

[
 exp(− 1 kx0 − x0 k2 ), i ∈ N (x0 ) j ∈ N (x0 )
k j
k i
i
j
2
2σ
wij =

0, otherwise
0

0

0

where f is a classifier defined on a manifold M, i.e.,
0
0
f : M 7→ R. Hd (f ) is a loss function that measures where, Nk (xj ) denotes the k nearest neighbors of xj ,
the compatibility between the estimated labels and and σ is the bandwidth for the RBF kernel. Then, the

Laplacian matrix L can be calculated as:

Here, R̄ is a regularizer designed on all the n + |U |
examples, either by Eq.(4.7) or by Eq.(4.9). f¯ and ȳ are
(4.7)
L=D−W
the corresponding (n + |U |)-dimensional column vector
that specify the estimated and given labels, respectively.
D is a P
diagonal matrix, with its i-th diagonal element Note that for the unlabeled and Universum examples,
n
Dii = j=1 wij . In fact, using this Laplacian matrix, their corresponding given labels in ȳ are assumed to be
the second term of Eq.(4.3) can be expressed as:
0. C̄ is a diagonal matrix, and its i-th diagonal element
ci is computed as: ci = Cl > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, ci = Cu ≥ 0
m m
0
0
1 XX
T
2
for l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ci = CU ≥ 0 for n + 1 ≤ i ≤ n + |U |.
˜
˜
(4.8)
f Lf =
wij (f (xi ) − f (xj ))
2 i=1 j=1
In this way, the penalty on the Universum is encoded in
C̄. The solution for this formulation can be simply:
As for the NLap-Reg, it takes the form of:
f¯ = (R̄ + C̄)−1 C̄ ȳ
−1/2
−1/2
(4.9)
Ln = I − D
WD
This method is quite straightforward and reasonwhere, I is the identity matrix. W and D are the same able. But when the number of the Universum examples
as in Eq.(4.7). Taking this regularizer, the second term is very huge 1 , this method becomes very time consumin Eq.(4.3) can be converted to:
ing, since the calculation burden of the neighborhood
relationship will become very heavy and the scale of
0
0
m X
m
X
f
(x
)
1
f
(x
)
(R̄ + C̄) can also be so large. Therefore, we try to enj
(4.10)
f˜T Ln f˜ =
wij ( √ i − p
)2
code the prior information of Universum examples in a
2 i=1 j=1
Dii
Djj
different way. The concrete methods will be elaborated
The basic motivation of both Eq.(4.8) and Eq.(4.10) is in the next section.
that the value of f˜ should not change too much between
4.3 Lap/NLap-Universum As we have mentioned
nearby points.
in Section 4.1, graph-based semi-supervised learning is
4.1.3 Prior from Universum The last term Hu (f ) a special case of Eq.(4.3). In traditional graph-based
is devised to penalize the loss on the Universum ex- semi-supervised learning, the out-of-sample examples
amples. For an Universum example x∗ , its soft label are defined as examples that do not previously exist
f (x∗ ) should be close to zero, which provides some prior in the labeled and unlabeled set. Since the Universum
knowledge on f . By utilizing the quadratic loss in Fig.2, examples do not exist in the labeled and unlabeled set
either, we can treat the Universum as out-of-sample
this term can be devised as:
examples and the Universum can be removed from the
|U |
graph-regularization term, i.e., R is defined only on the
X
(4.11)
Hu (f ) = CU
f (x∗i )2 ,
labeled and unlabeled sets.
i=1
Then, Eq.(4.3) can be transformed to a compact
form:
where, CU is a parameter that controls the impact of
the Universum examples.
|U |
X
So far, we have analyzed the three parts of Eq.(4.3).
f (x∗i )2 ,
min (fˆ − ŷ)T C(fˆ − ŷ) + fˆT Rfˆ + CU
fˆ∈Rn
It can be seen that, unlike traditional graph-based semii=1
supervised methods, our formulation contains two reg- (4.13)
ularizers, i.e. the graph regularizer and the regularizer
on the Universum. In fact, typical graph-based semi- where fˆ and ŷ have been previously defined in Eq.(4.4).
supervised learning [1] [14] [6] [12] can be deemed as a The focus now turns to how to approximate f (x∗ ). In
special case of our formulation Eq.(4.3), with CU equals fact, since we have treated the Universum examples
zero, and Hr (f ) being defined only on the labeled and as out-of-sample ones, the soft label of the Universum
unlabeled examples.
examples can be acquired by utilizing some developed
induction methods, which are designed to get the soft
4.2 A Simple Method We can directly use the for- labels of the out-of-sample examples, such as [3]. In this
mulation Eq.(4.3), and devise a semi-supervised Universum method as follows:
1
(4.12)

min

f¯∈Rn+|U |

(f¯ − ȳ)T C̄(f¯ − ȳ) + f¯T R̄f¯.

This is always the case. We will show, in the experiment part,
the Universum examples can be obtained in large numbers with
some convenient strategies.

paper, we try to generalize the results of [3] and make the type of regularization matrix R that we use. When
it adapted to our framework.
the Laplacian matrix is used,
It is obvious that in, Eq.(4.13), if CU equals zero,
1
i
this formulation turns to a traditional semi-supervised
×
WU
=P
S W (x∗ , x ) + C
j
u
i
j∈U L
classification problem:
(4.18)
[W (x∗i , x1 ), W (x∗i , x2 ), . . . , W (x∗i , xn )]
(4.14)
min (fˆ − ŷ)T C(fˆ − ŷ) + fˆT Rfˆ.
fˆ∈Rn
If we employ the normalized Laplacian matrix,
For an out-of-sample example x, in order to get its soft
label, we can make the following assumptions: (i) As for
the first term in Eq.(4.14), the constraints on the labeled
and unlabeled set remains the same, but adding a new
unlabeled example. (ii) the type of the smoothness
constraint is the same as the second term of Eq.(4.14),
but including a test example.
Based on these assumptions, for an out-of-sample
example x, we then try to minimize the following
criterion:
∗
CW,D
(f (x))

=

X

j∈U

S

W (x, xj )dist(f (x), f (xj )) + Cu (f (x) − 0)2 .
L

(4.15)

1

i
WU
= qP
j∈U

(4.19)

S

∗
L W (xi , xj )(1 + Cu )

×

W (x∗ , x1 ) W (x∗i , x2 )
W (x∗ , xn )
[ √i
, √
,..., √ i
]
D11
D22
Dnn

The soft labels of the Universum examples should be
near zero. Taking the quadratic cost function (as in
Fig.2), the Universum term Hu (f ) becomes:
T
Hu (f ) = fˆT WU
WU fˆ
i
WU is a matrix, with its i-th row being WU
. Note
that since the we have employed the weighted k nearest
neighbors graph, WU will also be sparse. In this way,
Eq.(4.13) can be transformed to:

fˆ∗ = arg min(fˆ − ŷ)T C(fˆ − ŷ) + fˆT Rfˆ
Here, S
W (x, xj ) is the graph weight between x and xj ,
j ∈ U L. dist(f (x), f (xj )) is defined to be a distance
function, takes value (f (x) − f (xj ))2 for Lap-Reg, and
(4.20)
f (x )
( √P fS(x)W (x,x ) − √ j )2 for NLap-Reg.
i∈U

L

i

Djj

Taking the derivative of Eq.(4.15) with respect to
f (x) and equals it to zero, the minimizer of Eq.(4.15)
can be obtained. When the Laplacian matrix in Eq.(4.7)
is used, the above objective function can be minimized
when
X
1
f (x) = P
W (x, xj )f (xj ).
S W (x, x ) + C
S
j
u
j∈U L

fˆ

ˆT

T
+ CU f WU
WU fˆ
= arg min(fˆ − ŷ)T C(fˆ − ŷ) + fˆT R̂fˆ.
fˆ

T
Here, R̂ = R + CU WU
WU . The definition of C is the
same as that in Eq.(4.3).
The final solution for Eq.(4.20) can be determined
as:

(4.21)

fˆ∗ = (R̂ + C)−1 C ŷ.

In this formulation, the information brought by the
Universum has been encoded in R̂, and R̂ can be
(4.16)
considered as a new regularization matrix, where the
If we employ the normalized Laplacian matrix, i.e., possibility for function fˆ can be determined as: P (fˆ) ∝
ˆT ˆ
e−f R̂f . In Eq.(4.20), when R takes the form of
Eq.(4.9), the optimal f can be calculated as:
the Laplacian matrix, we name the method ”Lap1
Universum”, and if the normalized Laplacian matrix is
f (x) = qP
×
S W (x, x )(1 + C )
used, it will called ” NLap-Universum”.
j
u
j∈U L
Also note that since our objective function takes
X W (x, xj )
the
form
of Eq.(4.20), the Leave-One-Out classification
p
(4.17)
f (xj )
D(x
)
error
can
be easily acquired by utilizing the lemma
j
j∈U ∪L
achieved in [11].
Furthermore, we can have a compact form for the estimation of the soft labels for the Universum examples. 4.3.1 Multi-Class Classification Although U For an Universum example x∗i , its soft label can be esti- SVM performs quite well on binary classification probi ˆ
i
mated as: f (x∗i ) = WU
f . The form of WU
depends on lems, it can not be directly applied to the multi-class
j∈U

L

case. But our proposed method can be easily extended
to this case. Here, instead of using the soft label vector
f , we employ the label matrix F ∈ F, where F is a set of
n × c matrix with nonnegative entries. This amounts to
assigning a row vector Fi to each data point xi . Define
(a) The binary Univer(b) Ordinal Regression
a matrix Y ∈ F, with Yij = 1 if xi is labeled as yi = j
sum problem
, Yij = −1 if xi is labeled but yi 6= j, and Yij = 0 if xi
is unlabeled. In this way, Eq.(4.20) can be transformed Figure 3: The relationship between a Universum probto:
lem and an ordinal regression problem. Both of them
have some ordinal relations for their labels. But the
∗
T
T
(4.22) F = arg min tr((F − Y ) C(F − Y ) + F R̂F ).
F ∈F
Universum problem tend to place the Universum examples around zero, while the ordinal regression problem
Here, tr(·) stands for the trace of a matrix. The optimal
focus more on the ordinal relations between different
classification matrix can be obtained by:
classes
(4.23)
F ∗ = (R̂ + C)−1 CY
The labels of the unlabeled examples can be deter- 6 Experiments
In this section, we would like to show, through some
mined by arg maxj (Fij∗ ), l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
experiments, the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
4.4 The Whole Method The whole method can be We believe that the Universum examples are relatively
easy to collect in large numbers. In this paper, we
described in Table 1.
consider the following ways to generate the Universum
examples:
5 Relations
Since the Universum is a recently proposed concept,
we would like to show some of its relations with some
existed fields in machine learning.
First, the Universum problem is like a multi-class
problem. The Universum examples can be deemed as
belonging to a specific new category. Then, if we treat
the Universum examples as an additional category, the
c-class classification problem becomes a (c + 1)-class
classification problem. But there exist distinctions.
Under the case of binary classification, the labels of
Universum examples should be considered as 0, i.e.
there exists some ordinal relations between the labels,
i.e. −1 < 0 < +1. Furthermore, we don’t care whether
the Universum examples are categorized correctly, and
their function is mainly on the regularization for the
function f .
From another perspective, for the binary classification, the use of the Universum examples will make this
classification more like an ordinal regression problem [2]
[4]. The ordinal regression problem can be illustrated
in Fig.3(b), in which the labels are ordered. In Fig.3(a),
when the Universum examples are added to the training set, in some sense, the soft labels for the positive,
Universum, negative examples form a order. However,
the Universum problem and the ordinal regression problem are not equivalent. The ordinal regression problem
needs to determine the thresholds for each ordinal category (in Fig.3(b), the thresholds are θ1 and θ2 ), while
for Universum methods, the function value of Universum examples are constricted to around zero.

• Urest : other digits that are not included in the
classification tasks. For example, if the task is to
classify digit 1 and 2, and the pictures of other
digits (from 3 to 9) are available, these pictures
can be used as Universum examples.
• Ugen : Generate pictures by generating uniformly
distributed features according to the statistic of the
labeled and unlabeled pictures.
• Umean : Each image is generated by first selecting
two images from two different categories and then
combined with a specific combination coefficient.
For example, for a binary classification problem,
we have five positive instances and five negative
ones, with one combination coefficient, twenty-five
Universum data can be generated. It is true that
25 is a very small number, but when this number
goes up very quickly with the increase of labeled
examples and in the multi-class classification problems. Among all the experiments, the combination
coefficient is set to 0.5.
For the binary classifications, we compare the performances of Lap-Universum and NLap-Universum with
SVM, U -SVM, Lap-Reg, NLap-Reg. Since U -SVM is
not designed for multi-class classification problems, its
performances on these tasks can not be evaluated and
are therefore not announced here. Among all the experiments, we employ RBF kernel for all the methods,

Input:
1. For binary classifications: l labeled examples: (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . , (xl , yl ),yi ∈ {−1, 1}.
For multi-class classifications (c classes): l labeled examples: (x1 , Y1 ), (x2 , Y2 ), . . . , (xl , Yl ), Here, Yi =
[Yi1 , Yi2 , . . . , Yic ] is a vector. Yij = 1 if xi is labeled as yi = j and Yij = −1 otherwise.
2. u unlabeled examples: xl+1 , . . . , xn .
3. a set of Universum examples: x∗1 , . . . , x∗U .
4. A set of parameters: Cl , Cu and CU .
Step 1: Construct the regularization matrix R on both the labeled and unlabeled examples:
For Lap-Universum, employ Eq.(4.7).
For NLap-Universum, employ Eq.(4.9).
Step 2: Calculate the weight matrix WU .
For Lap-Universum, employ Eq.(4.18).
For NLap-Universum, employ Eq.(4.19).
T
Step 3: Calculate the new regularization matrix: R̂ = R + CU WU
WU .
Step 4: For binary classifications, employ Eq.(4.21) to get the final solution fˆ∗ , while, for the multi-class
classifications, utilize Eq. (4.23) to get the final solution F ∗ .
Ouput:
For binary classifications: the labels of the unlabeled examples can be determined by sign(fˆi∗ ), l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n
For multi-class classifications: the labels of the unlabeled examples can be determined by arg maxj (Fij∗ ), l + 1 ≤
i≤n
Table 1: Lap-Universum and NLap-Universum

with the corresponding kernel width being tuned using
5-fold cross validation. We also tune other parameters
such as Cl , Cu and CU beforehand. The number of
neighbors that is used to construct the graph is chosen
from {7, 10, 15}.
6.1 USPS Dataset In this experiment, we test our
method on the USPStest digits data set2 . For each
category, the number of digits ranges from 150 to 300.
Each digit is represented by a 256 dimensional vector
with the range from form 0 to 1. We choose the digits
”2”, ”3”, ”5”, ”8”. We use ”2” vs.”3”, ”5” vs. ”8”
for the binary classification problem and ”2”, ”3” ,
”5”, ”8” as a four-class classification problem. Among
all the experiments, 5 examples are randomly selected
for each category as the labeled data, and the others
are left as unlabeled examples. Each classification
accuracy reported in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 is the
average result of 50 independent trials. For Urest and
Ugen , 500 Universum examples are generated. As for
Umean , under the binary classification case, we generate
5 × 5 = 25 examples by utilizing only the labeled
examples, while, under the four-class classification case,
150 Universum examples are generated.

2 http://www.kernel-machines.org/

6.2 MNIST Dataset We present experimental results on the MNIST handwritten digit test set 3 . This
data set contains 10,000 28×28 pixels images, with 1000
for each category and 10 categories in total. Like the
experiments on the USPS dataset, we use ”2” vs.”3”,
”5” vs. ”8” for the binary classification problem and
”2”, ”3” , ”5”, ”8” as a four-class classification problem.
Among all the experiments, for each category, 5 examples are randomly selected as the labeled examples, and
500 examples are randomly selected as unlabeled ones.
Each classification accuracy reported in Table 5, Table 6
and Table 7 is averaged over 50 independent trials. We
use exactly the same way as the experiments on USPS
dataset to generate the Universum examples.
6.3 Results and Discussions The average classification accuracies and the standard deviations for the
USPS data set are shown in Table 2, 3 and 4, while the
results on the MNIST dataset are shown from Table 5
to 7. The different kinds of examples that can be used
in different methods are also concluded in Table 8.
SVM is a supervised large margin algorithm. Although it tries to maximize the margins on the labeled
examples, it can not utilize the unlabeled and Universum examples to help improve its performance. Unlike
SVM, U -SVM can make use of the Universum examples as well. Therefore, in most cases, U -SVM performs
3 http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/

Universum source
Urest
Umean
Ugen

SVM
86.76 ± 3.72
86.76 ± 3.72
86.76 ± 3.72

U -SVM
89.76±3.63
88.76 ± 4.57
88.90 ± 3.53

Lap-Reg
88.85±4.30
88.85±4.30
88.85±4.30

Lap-Universum
95.76±0.85
90.30 ±6.31
89.56 ± 3.59

NLap-Reg
93.20±2.15
93.20±2.15
93.20±2.15

NLap-Universum
94.90±1.14
94.98±1.46
94.87±1.74

Table 2: Classification results for digit 2 and 3 on the USPS dataset. For each category, 5 examples are selected
as the labeled data, and the rest are left as unlabeled set.
Universum source
Urest
Umean
Ugen

SVM
84.27±10.14
84.27±10.14
84.27±10.14

U -SVM
88.42 ±3.21
87.75 ± 3.52
87.87 ± 4.65

Lap-Reg
88.56±4.32
88.56±4.32
88.56±4.32

Lap-Universum
94.15 ± 1.74
90.67 ±3.23
90.16 ± 4.61

NLap-Reg
93.55±3.41
93.55±3.41
93.55±3.41

NLap-Universum
94.66± 1.30
94.98±1.46
93.89 ± 2.57

Table 3: Classification results for digit 5 and 8 on the USPS dataset. For each category, 5 examples are selected
as the labeled data, and the rest are left as unlabeled set.
Universum source
Urest
Umean
Ugen

SVM
71.72 ± 9.05
71.72 ± 9.05
71.72 ± 9.05

Lap-Reg
78.33 ± 3.96
78.33 ± 3.96
78.33 ± 3.96

Lap-Universum
82.86 ± 4.38
83.08 ± 4.27
82.80 ± 3.96

NLap-Reg
83.80 ± 2.82
83.80 ± 2.82
83.80 ± 2.82

NLap-Universum
85.58 ± 3.30
84.63 ± 2.67
83.90 ± 2.86

Table 4: Classification results for digit 2, 3, 5 and 8 on the USPS dataset. For each category, 5 examples are
selected as the labeled data, and the rest are left as unlabeled set.
Universum source
Urest
Umean
Ugen

SVM
86.99 ± 4.19
86.99 ± 4.19
86.99 ± 4.19

U -SVM
88.49 ± 3.91
87.19 ± 5.68
87.66 ± 3.81

Lap-Reg
90.03 ± 8.25
90.03 ± 8.25
90.03 ± 8.25

Lap-Universum
94.73 ± 1.15
95.71 ± 2.80
96.37 ± 1.83

NLap-Reg
95.26 ± 4.19
95.26 ± 4.19
95.26 ± 4.19

NLap-Universum
96.33 ± 1.36
95.43 ± 2.75
95.35 ± 1.91

Table 5: Classification results for digit 2 and 3 on the MNIST dataset. For each category, 5 examples are selected
as the labeled data, and 500 examples are randomly selected as unlabeled ones.
Universum source
Urest
Umean
Ugen

SVM
80.61± 4.18
80.61± 4.18
80.61± 4.18

U -SVM
82.16 ± 3.86
82.90±9.06
81.51±6.09

Lap-Reg
88.72±9.93
88.72±9.93
88.72±9.93

Lap-Universum
88.95 ±8.64
90.44±5.62
91.55 ± 4.24

NLap-Reg
89.21 ±8.50
89.21 ±8.50
89.21 ±8.50

NLap-Universum
91.50±2.94
90.53±5.78
91.30 ±4.40

Table 6: Classification results for digit 5 and 8 on the MNIST dataset. For each category, 5 examples are selected
as the labeled data, and 500 examples are randomly selected as unlabeled ones.
Universum source
Urest
Umean
Ugen

SVM
67.52± 6.95
67.52 ± 6.95
67.52± 6.95

Lap-Reg
79.22 ± 5.82
79.22 ± 5.82
79.22 ± 5.82

Lap-Universum
79.90 ± 3.31
81.99 ± 7.09
82.85 ± 5.31

NLap-Reg
83.19 ± 6.91
83.19 ± 6.91
83.19 ± 6.91

NLap-Universum
84.00 ± 2.82
84.92 ± 3.35
84.60 ± 3.46

Table 7: Classification results for digit 2, 3, 5 and 8 on the MNIST dataset. For each category, 5 examples are
selected as the labeled data, and 500 examples are randomly selected as unlabeled ones.
Labeled/Unlabeled
10/1000

100
89.00 ± 6.55

300
90.46 ± 5.22

500
91.55 ± 4.24

700
91.23 ± 2.88

Table 9: Lap-Universum is used in the ’5’ vs ’8’ classification task on MNIST dataset. Its performance for different
numbers of Universum examples (Ugen is employed to generate the Universum examples) are shown in this table.

Labeled
Y
Y
Y
Y

Unlabeled
N
N
Y
Y

Universum
N
Y
N
Y

Table 8: The comparison of several different methods
on the type of examples that can be used

better than SVM. However, U -SVM is still a supervised
method and can not take the unlabeled examples into
account.
Lap-Reg and NLap-Reg are both typical graphbased semi-supervised methods. We show, in our
experimental results, their performance can still be
improved by Lap-Universum and NLap-Universum.
In fact, the performances of the different methods
reflect the impact of different prior knowledge. SVM
use the norm of functions in a RKHS defined by all the
labeled examples. Lap-Reg and NLap-Reg dwell more
on the smoothness of the manifold defined on both the
labeled and unlabeled examples. Lap-Reg and NLapReg always outperform SVM when the labeled examples
are rare and the number of unlabeled example is large.
That is because, with more unlabeled examples, the
prior knowledge encoded by Lap-Reg and NLap-Reg will
become more accurate. But, in SVM, since the labeled
examples are so rare, the norm of the functions defined
on RKHS may not be so precise.
It is hard to distinguish the performance between
U -SVM and Lap/NLap-Reg. They use different kinds
of regularizers. We can not tell which one is better.
Lap/NLap-Universum takes both the Lap/NLapReg and the Universum regularizer into account. The
empirical experiments tell us this proposed method
can achieve a better performance than using just one
regularizer alone, such as U -SVM and Lap/NLap-Reg.
The effect of the Universum is in fact controlled by
the number of Universum examples and CU , i.e., if CU
equals zero, the Universum examples will have no impact on the final classification results. To see the effect
of the Universum term on the classification results, we
have also conducted another group of experiments. For
the Lap-Universum on the the ”5” vs. ”8” MNIST classification task, we select 5 examples and 500 examples
as the labeled and unlabeled examples for each category, and the the number of Urest , Ugen , and Umean
are fixed to 500, 500, and 25, respectively. We first fix
the parameter CU to 0.01 and tune other parameters by
cross validation for Urest , Umean and Ugen . Then, we
fix the other parameters, and vary CU , chart the accuracies with the varying CU . The final result is averaged
over 50 independent runs and is charted in Fig.4. Note

0.9

Accuracy
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U -SVM
Lap/NLap-Reg
Lap/NLap-Uni.

0.85

0.8

0.75

0.7

Urest
Umean
Ugen
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12
The coefficient of the Universum data_

Figure 4: The effect of CU . On MNIST dataset, ”5” vs
”8”, for each category, 5 examples are selected as labeled
examples and 500 as unlabeled ones. The accuracy
changes with different values of CU . The changes for
different type of Universum have been plotted in this
figure.

that our intuition tells us that for all the three kinds of
Universum methods, when CU equals zero, their performance should be the same. But since the parameters are tuned to their best performance for each kind
of Universum when CU is fixed, the optimal parameter values are different for Urest , Umean and Ugen , and
they are fixed when CU varies. Therefore, when CU
equals zero, the performances of these different kinds of
Universum are different. As shown in this figure, for all
these three kinds of Universum examples, the accuracy
goes up when CU is appropriate. But when CU becomes too large, the performance will deteriorate. This
is understandable, since the Universum term can only
be deemed as an regularization term and too large a
CU makes this term dominate the optimization problem Eq.(4.20).
Table 9 shows the accuracy changes with different
number of Universum examples on MNIST dataset. For
each category, 5 examples are randomly selected as
labeled ones, and 500 examples are randomly chosen
as unlabeled ones. The number of Universum examples
ranges from 100 to 700. As can be seen, the performance
can be improved with more Universum examples. But
it is also true that this improvement may not go up
endlessly with the increasing number of Universum
examples.
Next, we try to analyze the accuracy changes with
different number of labeled and unlabeled examples, and
conduct on MNIST dataset the ”5” vs ”8” classifica-
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Figure 5: The accuracy changes with the varying number labeled and unlabeled examples for the ”5” vs. ”8”
classification task on MNIST data set. For Fig.5(a), the number of unlabeled examples for each category are fixed
to 500. The classification accuracy changes with the number of labeled examples are ploted. For Fig.5(b), the
number of labeled examples for each category are fixed to 5. The classification accuracy changes with the number
of unlabeled examples are ploted.
tion experiments with varying number of labeled and
unlabeled examples. The CU is searched through {0,
0.01, 0.1} and all the other parameters are tuned by 5fold cross validation. In Fig.5(a), we fix the number of
unlabeled examples to 500 for each catergory while in
Fig.5(b), the number of labeled examples are set to 5 for
each category. The results reported here are averaged
over 50 independent runs. We use the same strategy as
the experiments shown by Table 6 to generate the three
different kind of Universum examples.
As can be seen from Fig.5(a), the advantage of the
proposed methods over Lap-Reg is evident, when the
number of labeled examples is small. We speculate that
the impact of the Universum examples are more vital
when the labeled examples are rare. The results shown
in Fig.5(b) somewhat contradict our common sense that
with more unlabeled examples, performance can be
better for semi-supervised methods. It is likely that
under our settings the number of unlabeled examples
is already enough for their best performance. But it is
evident that the proposed method performs better than
the Lap-Reg.
7 Conclusions and Future Works
Universum is a recently proposed concept. With the
help of the Universum examples, the description of
the prior probabilities for all the possible functions
can be more accurate. So far as we know, U -SVM
is the only method that can utilize the Universum
examples. But U -SVM is a supervised method. In

fact, many real-world problems have to be processed
under the semi-supervised framework. Therefore, in this
paper, we consider solving a semi-supervised Universum
problem. Furthermore, We have also analyzed the
relationship between the Universum problem with some
other machine learning problems, such as multi-class
classification and ordinal regression problem. In the
future, we will try to find that whether the Universum
problem can be solved from other perspectives, say,
a modified version of ordinal regression. We will
also consider if there are any other ways to generate
Universum examples.
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